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Bespoke Scoreboards
Portable Scoreboard Operating Instructions

Introduction

The Portable Scoreboard Controller, the simplest in the Bespoke Scoreboards range is used to
input the score onto the Scoreboard. It displays Total, Wickets, Overs and Last Innings. The score
is saved after every time the score is changed, particularly useful if it is a multi-day match or the
power is lost.

Switch on

The Portable Scoreboard Controller switches on when power is suppled to it, it does not

have an On/Off switch. When switched on the Controller displays the score from the

previous match. To clear the score from the previous match, remove the white power lead

from the back of the controller and then with the white power lead removed, press and

hold down the blue Reset button and plug the power lead back into the back of the

controller. This will reset the controller back to zero, wiping clear the score from the

previous match.

Total, Wickets and Overs will display a Zero while Last Innings will remain blank.

Operation

Total

To add runs to the total score, press and hold down the Blue Total button, then press the

red Plus ( + ) button. One run will be added to the Total. To add more than one run, press

and hold down the blue Total button, then press the red Plus ( + ) button more than once.

To remove a run from the Total score, press and hold down the blue Total button then

press the red Minus ( - ) button and a run will be removed.

Wickets and Overs

Wickets and Overs are recorded in the same way as described above for Total. To add press and

hold down the blue Wickets or the blue Overs button, then press the red Plus ( + ) button. Again,
Wickets and Overs can be removed by pressing and holding down the blue Wickets or Overs

button and pressing the red Minus ( - ) button.
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Last Innings

At the close of the Innings, allow time for the audience to see the scoreboard before resetting it
for the next innings. To reset the score for the next innings press and hold down the blue Last
Innings button, then press the blue Reset button.

This moves the Total score to Last Innings and resets the Total, Wickets and Overs to Zero ready
for the next innings.

The close of innings operation can be undone by pressing and holding down the blue Total
button, then pressing the blue Reset button. This will return the scoreboard back to the previous
innings score. You can undo the close of innings up until a wicket falls, at which point the
previous innings score is deleted from the controller. 

If it is needed the Last Innings score can also be entered in the same way as Total, Wickets and

Overs by pressing down and holding the blue Last Innings button and the red Plus ( + ) button

or the red Minus ( - ) button.

Umpires Light

To acknowledge the umpires signal press the reset button which will flash the umpires light on
the scoreboard.



Bespoke Scoreboards are designed and made in England by
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